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rents are limited to families reduced to exceptional distress
by economic or natural contingencies, they are merely a highly
debatable alternative to adequate social assistance: the
housing committee—like so many other committees—then
becomes a duplicate public,assistance authority.
The prevailing tendency has thus been hitherto for any
citizen who so desires to qualify for the receipt of these
publicly-provided services, either by just coming and taking
them, or by paying a standard customary price below cost of
production, or by paying a differential price fixed according
to a rough-and-ready calculation of means.
When, however, we turn from these services to income-
transfer payments in cash and kind, we find ourselves in a
realm some of whose doors are closed by law as well as custom
to all but the comparatively poor.
Assistance allowances and pensions—with the single excep-
tion of family allowances—have thus far in Britain been
made available only to those whose means are found on
strict investigation to fall below some rather low estimate of
our needs. These payments have sometimes therefore been
called a poverty or relief or salvage system, as distinct from
what on the whole is legally if not in practice a system of
general community serviced.
The general and inevitable adoption of this primary
principle has been accompanied, however, by a wide diverg-
ence of secondary principle when we come to the actual basis
on which means and needs are to be assessed.
In giving domiciliary relief, public assistance authorities
have always assessed means and needs on the basis of the
household that shares the same table. But in giving domi-
ciliary assistance to blind persons since 1920, usually according
to a more generous scale of needs, local authorities have tended
to take into consideration the means of all relatives who share
the same roof, thus mitigating our generosity. Yet in giving
1908 old-age pensions, again according to a much more
generous scale, only the means of the pensioners themselves are
taken into consideration by the state the standard is here set

